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Presenter Julian Gray: Hello everyone, A warm welcome to Peace TV's weekly update for the third week 

in April 2015. This weekend on Sunday is the 56th True Parent's Day, the very significant Day marking 

God's establishment of The True Parents, when He engaged Father and Mother to each other just two 

weeks before Their Holy Wedding. Coming as the Representatives of our Heavenly Parent, True Parents 

have lived Their Lives focused on saving all people from sin and suffering. We are called to resemble 

Them. This is a good goal for us to have too. With this week's update, we bring you an array of news with 

this ideal in mind. I hope that watching this presentation will bring you some inspiration for the week 

ahead. 

 

 

The first day of the third month by the lunar calendar, the heavenly calendar, is the 56th True Parents' 

Day. On that day in 1960, True Parents' engagement ceremony was held; and, fifteen days later, on the 

16th day, by the lunar calendar, Their Holy Wedding was consecrated. The following year on the 1st day 

of the third month by the lunar calendar, the Anniversary of Their Engagement, True Parents designated 

the Day as Parents' Day; and, in 1994 it became known as True Parents' Day. 

 

This year, churches worldwide, including Cheon Bok Gyeong, the headquarters church in Korea, are 

celebrating this Holy Day. 

 

 

True Mother speaks: 

 

Fifty years marks a golden anniversary; interestingly enough, 2020 would mark True Parents' diamond 

wedding anniversary. You should think about what kind of mind-set you need to have in welcoming this 

Day. 

 

Because of True Parents, you are the first group of blessed families in history. Thanks to True Parents, 

you welcomed Foundation Day and have all gathered in a position where you could register as citizens of 

Cheon Il Guk. Even though there are seven billion people in the world, you are the only ones who know 

of this amazing universal and cosmic great secret. How should blessed families spend their entire lives as 

people who have welcomed the returning Messiah and received the blessing? 

 

You are in the position of the first and last ancestor. The ancestor position. There's a saying that that 

happiness increases if it is shared with others. You should share the things that you know with others. 

You must inform the world's people. You should reveal the True Parents to them. 

 

Please become proud Unificationist leaders that attend True Parents and practice the Word! (applause) 



 

 

Preparatory Meeting for the Third Anniversary of True Father's Ascension (April 16, 2015 (2.28 on the 

heavenly calendar), Hannam International Training Center) On April 16, International Headquarters staff 

plus some 40 Korean and Japanese executives of providential organizations met at the Hannam 

International Training Center, True Parents' former residence, to prepare and plan for the Memorial Event 

and other major events marking The Third Anniversary of True Father's Ascension. 

 

 

Vice President In Sup Nim Speaks: I know that if we all work together with conviction, determination, 

focus, teamwork, cooperation and unity under True Mother, an unprecedented level of victory will be 

achieved. True Parents deserve nothing less. I sincerely hope that we can make True Father in heaven and 

True Mother here on earth very proud. 

 

 

The International Headquarters first presented a plan for the Third Anniversary, which was followed by 

progress reports on different events, including a special project being prepared by The Family Federation 

in Japan, the presenting of the first SunHak Peace Prize, The World Summit and The Peace Road Event. 

 

After the reports were finished, much discussion followed. It was a good opportunity for our diverse 

organizations to work together and resolve to successfully prepare for The Third Anniversary of True 

Father's Ascension. 

 

 

Overseas Service Work by Aewon Volunteer Group (April 7 -- April 11 (2.19=2.23 on the heavenly 

calendar). Jang-ga-gye, China 

 

Our Aewon volunteer group carried out a service project in an undeveloped village in Jang-ga-gye, China 

from the 7th to the 11th of April. Moon Hoon Sook Nim, Chairman of the Aewon Volunteer Group and 

other executives of the group, provided the villages with relief medicine and school supplies, worked to 

beautify the village and provided meals to locals. It was an occasion through which Aewon could convey 

our Heavenly Parents' Heart and Love to the local people. 

 

 

Cheon Bok Gung Headquarters Church Hoon Dok Hae (April 15, (2.27 on the heavenly calendar), Main 

Chapel 

 

On April 15, Cheon Bok Gung held a special Hoon Dok Hae session. Some 150 people, including heads 

of providential organizations and businesses and Cheon Bok Gung members took part. Family Federation 

President Rev. Kyeong Seuk Lu asked all members present to become heavenly tribal messiahs that 

testify to True Parents and prepare for the future in order to completely establish Cheon Il Guk. 

 

Rev. Jong Su Kim and elder Byung Eun Moon had given heartwarming testimonies about their activities 

to fulfill their activities as heavenly tribal messiahs 

 

 

Israeli Arab-Jewish Children's Soccer Team in Italy (March 19-26 (1.29-2.6 on the heavenly calendar). 

Turin 

 

A joint project for football for peace between UPF in Israel and San Marino and The Women's' Federation 

in Turin, Italy brought a soccer team of 14 11-year-old boys, 7 Arab Israelis and 7 Jewish Israelis, plus 2 

sports teachers to play a soccer tournament in Italy. This was with the underlying purpose to counter 

racism and discrimination. The city of Turin welcomed the youngsters, who visited both a mosque and a 

synagogue in the city 

 

 


